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ABSTRACT

We present a practical and inexpensive approach for the acquisition and rendering of static incident light fields.

Incident light fields can be used for lighting virtual scenes or to insert virtual objects into real world video footage.

The virtual objects are correctly lit and cast shadows in the same way as real objects in the scene. We propose to

use an inexpensive planar mirror and a high dynamic range video camera to record incident light fields quickly,

making our method suitable for outdoor use. The mirror serves as a moving virtual camera sampling the light

field. To render with the acquired data we propose a hardware accelerated rendering algorithm that reproduces the

complex lighting and shadows of the 4D light field. The algorithm is scalable and allows continuous trade between

quality and rendering speed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the boundaries of traditional photography are shifted

light fields become an increasingly important tool in vi-

sual modeling. Light fields are used as object repre-

sentations, replacing geometric descriptions of appear-

ance [LH96,GGSC96]. They are also used to represent

light sources [GGHS03a, HKSS98], compute synthetic

apertures [WJV+05] and refocus images after they have

been taken [NLB+05].

In this paper we focus on capturing the lighting en-

vironment in a scene and illuminating virtual objects

with real light. We acquire static incident light fields

in a couple of minutes using a light weight system con-

sisting of a laptop, a mirror and a USB-high dynamic

range video camera. This makes our system applicable

to indoor as well as outdoor scenes under constant illu-

mination. We light virtual objects and place them into

real environments using a newly developed hardware

accelerated rendering algorithm based on orthographic

projective texture mapping and shadow mapping. The

proposed rendering algorithm includes an importance

sampling scheme allowing continuous trade between

quality and rendering speed.

Lighting scenes with light fields has received little at-

tention due to non-trivial acquisition and time consum-
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Figure 1: Our recording setup consists of a HDR video

camera, an acquisition laptop and a planar optical front

surface mirror with a frame of rotationally invariant bi-

nary coded patterns.

portable. In [UWH+03a] an array of mirroring spheres

is presented. This approach suffers from resolution

problems since only one image is acquired.

We propose to use a static video camera and a mov-

ing mirror to acquire static light fields. The advantages

of this method are flexibility, affordability and robust-

ness. The acquisition is nearly as flexible as for SfM-

approaches, however the implementation is much sim-

pler because calibration source code is freely available,

e.g. [Bou05]. Our method is as robust as standard cam-

era calibration methods and the only devices necessary

are a camera and a planar mirror, resulting in a portable

setup. Acquisition times are usually less than 5 min-

utes.

The closest approach to our rendering algorithm is

[HKSS98]. They were the first to propose the use of

projective texturing and shadowmaps to render simu-

lated light sources using graphics hardware. However,

their results are computed per vertex and limited to

phong shading. We show how the special case of or-

thographic projective texturing gives the advantage of

handling more complex BRDFs. Our proposed per di-

rection rendering is further extended to include impor-

tance sampling to achieve interactive frame rates. An-

other related hardware accelerated algorithm is reported

in [GGHS03b] for real world light sources represented

in an optical filter basis. The application to general light

field rendering is however limited as the optical basis is

optimized for the representation of a single light source.

Most of the approaches used in light field lighting ap-

ply ray tracing techniques e.g. [UWH+03b,GGHS03a].

They usually employ photon-mapping or Monte-Carlo

integration. The complexity of these rendering ap-

proaches make interactivity hard to achieve.

C CvM

Figure 2: Light Field sampling using a planar mirror

and a static camera: The moving mirror M causes dif-

ferent viewpoints to be seen by the virtual camera Cv.

In the derivation of our algorithm we discuss a per

vertex rendering algorithm which is closely related to

the approach from [NRH04] where precomputed scenes

are relit at interactive frame rates.

3 CAPTURING INCIDENT LIGHT

FIELDS

The basic idea of our light field sampling technique is

shown in Figure 2. We use a static camera to observe a

planar mirror in the scene. The pixels on the mirror cor-

respond to virtual viewpoints behind the mirror plane.

When moved around in the scene, the mirror gener-

ates a number of virtual viewpoints which are used to

sample the light field. This results in a non-uniform

sampling of the light field similar to Structure-from-

Motion (SfM) based techniques [PGV+04, LA03]. and

essentially realizes a dynamic catadioptric camera sys-

tem with multiple centers of projection. The advan-

tage over SfM-based techniques is two-fold. Firstly we

achieve a calibration accuracy as in methods using a

known calibration target [Zha99] which is higher than

in SfM-approaches because the uncertainty in the fea-

ture points’ 3D positions does not influence the cal-

ibration parameters. Secondly the mandatory bundle

adjustment process [TMHF00] involves significantly

fewer free parameters allowing for larger problems to

be solved.

3.1 Acquisition Setup

Our hardware setup for capturing incident light fields is

shown in Figure 1. The camera is a Photonfocus Hurri-

cane 40 one mega-pixel HDR video camera with 12 bit

A/D conversion and a programmable response curve. It

can record up to 37 frames per second depending on the

exposure time required to capture the image. The mir-

ror is an optical front surface foil mirror originally in-

tended for use in rear projection screens. These mirrors

are inexpensive and are available in sizes up to several

square meters. In order to track the mirror through the

acquired video sequences we add a specially designed
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Figure 3: The tracking process: We find the rotation-

ally invariant features (correctly identified features are

shown in orange) and track them through the video se-

quence. The features encode positions on the mirror

plane. This allows us to compute a homography be-

tween mirror coordinates and image coordinates which

in turn facilitates camera calibration.

frame consisting of self-identifying features. The fea-

ture patterns are rotationally invariant and encode unit

positions in the mirror coordinate system. The design

of the patterns is inspired by the work of Forbes et

al. [FVB02].

3.2 Tracking

In order to calibrate the mirror planes with respect

to the static camera we track the frame with the bi-

nary encoded positions of the mirror coordinate system

through the video sequence. The features encode their

positions in the mirror coordinate system. This allows

us to uniquely identify a feature point even if it is leav-

ing and re-entering the field of view of the camera.

The tracking is performed using a combination of

robust homography estimation using RANSAC [FB81]

and non-linear optimization with the Levenberg-

Marquardt method [MNT04]. We

1. identify initial feature positions,

2. estimate the mirror plane to screen homography us-

ing RANSAC [HZ00],

3. update the guessed feature positions using the esti-

mated homography and

4. perform a non-linear optimization using Levenberg-

Marquardt to refine the ellipse positions of the fea-

tures’ centers, shown in yellow in Figure 3.

The features are then tracked to the next frame using

a cross-correlation measure between adjacent frames.

The resulting positions are used as an initial guess for

step 1 of the feature detection process in the next frame.

3.3 Geometric Calibration

The homographies computed in the previous subsec-

tion are used to compute the geometric calibration

of the video sequence. We use Zhang’s calibration

method [Zha99] which relies on planar calibration

targets. The homographies can be directly used to

compute a closed form solution of the internal and

external calibration parameters. These initial guesses

are refined by a global optimization step. We use a

sparse implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt

(LM) algorithm similar to the sparse bundle adjustment

presented in [LA04].

It is very important to employ an efficient implemen-

tation of the global optimization step because the num-

ber of free parameters becomes quite large with a higher

sampling rate of the light field. In the LM-iterations

we compute only the non-zero entries of the Jacobian

matrix J of the cost function, i.e. the projection error

function. The iteration involves the solution of a lin-

ear system which is performed using the sparse iterative

solution method CGLS (Conjugate Gradients for Least

Squares) [Han98]. The CGLS method avoids comput-

ing JT J for the normal equations explicitly which can

be computationally expensive and memory consuming

in its own right.

The calibration process results in a camera internal

parameter matrix K and for each frame of the video se-

quence a pose Ri, ti of the camera with respect to the

mirror plane. The mirror plane is defined to lie in the

x,y-plane. This resembles a fixed calibration pattern

with a moving camera. World points x project to image

coordinates xi in the ith video frame via

xi = K[Ri | ti]x. (1)

Since the camera is static we use the camera coordi-

nate system as the frame of reference for our calibra-

tion. We mirror the camera pose at the mirror plane:

Mi =

(

Ri | ti

0 | 1

)

(2)

F =









1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 1









(3)

M̂i = MiFM−1
i , (4)

to yield the projection matrices.

P̂i = KM̂−1
i (5)

for the virtual views generated by the mirror. The

mirror operation correctly changes the handedness of

the coordinate system for the virtual views. The matri-

ces P̂i allow the projection of world coordinates into the

virtual views. We use this fact in Section 4.3 to resam-

ple the light field into a uniform representation.
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3.4 Photometric Calibration

For rendering with incident light fields a linear cam-

era response is needed, i.e. the pixel values should be

proportional to the measured radiance. We use a high

dynamic range video camera for our measurements.

These cameras in general exhibit a non-linear response

to the incoming radiance. Pixel values are compressed

using a logarithmic function prior to A/D conversion.

Our camera allows a programmable compression func-

tion. To obtain linearized images the camera response

function has to be measured.

We use the method of Robertson et al. [RBS03] to

estimate the camera response curve. The different ex-

posure times required by [RBS03] are simulated using

optical neutral density filters [KGS05]. The recovered

response curve is then applied to the input images.

4 RENDERING INCIDENT LIGHT

FIELDS

Lighting with light fields is a very time consuming task

in general due to the large amount of data that must

be processed. As the computational power of GPUs

and hardware increases, lighting with light fields be-

comes more and more tractable. However, making the

most use of the processing power available is an im-

portant property when designing such rendering algo-

rithms. We like to pronounce that the proposed ren-

dering algorithm poses no restrictions onto the scene

content, material properties or lighting.

Lighting from light fields, as many rendering ap-

proaches, can be derived from the rendering equation

for a point x in euclidean space,

L(ωo,x) =
∫

Ω

fx(ωi,ωo)Li(x,ωi)v(x,ωi)(N ·ωi) dωi

(6)

were fx is the bidirectional reflectance function

(BRDF), Li denotes the incoming radiance and v the

visibility for each direction. In the following sections

we will discuss two rendering approaches aiming at

implementing this equation as efficiently as possible on

graphics hardware using recent OpenGL extensions.

N
ωo

ωi

Figure 4: Visualization of the per vertex lighting ap-

proach. In each iteration for one vertex all directions of

the light field are integrated (red).

4.1 Per Vertex Lighting

Our first approach solves the directional integral of

Equation 6 for one vertex, for all directions of the light

field simultaneously. We loop over all vertices to com-

pute the solution. Translated to meshes and hardware

accelerated shading, this can be achieved by rendering

a hemisphere from each vertex’ point of view, multiply-

ing with the incoming light field and BRDF, and inter-

polating in-between.

The algorithm can be implemented completely in

graphics hardware by rendering a hemisphere or cube

map from the vertex’ point of view and blending with

textures for the BRDF and the incoming radiance inter-

polated from the light field. Although this approach is

able to produce nice results (see Figure 5), it has sev-

eral drawbacks. For example, the input meshes must be

densely sampled in order to reproduce fine shadowing

details. Furthermore, a cube map per vertex has to be

re-computed from the incident light field data and up-

loaded to the graphics card when changing the relative

pose of the object with respect to the incident light or

in case of rendering dynamic objects. Our implemen-

tation of this algorithm, with the integration and ren-

dering of the hemispheres implemented on the GPU,

revealed that the rendering time per vertex is still too

high to scale to satisfying mesh resolutions. The scene

depicted in Figure 5 has 8000 faces and took already

about 15s to compute.

Figure 5: Rendering result of a per vertex light field

illumination approach. Although the overall impression

of the lighting is plausible, the shadow lacks detail due

to insufficient mesh tessellation.

4.2 Per Direction Lighting

Since the per vertex approach proved computationally

expensive, we investigated the dual approach, involving

lighting computations per direction for all fragments si-

multaneously. Different rendering passes are then per-

formed for every lighting direction. Equation 6 is thus

solved simultaneously for one direction and all points

in the model, similar to [HKSS98]. The complexity

of this approach scales with the number of directions

and the output quality is less dependent on the tes-

sellation of the meshes. This idea translates to hard-

ware accelerated rendering through projective textur-

ing [SKvW+92]. Visibility testing is straight forward

to implement via shadow maps [Wil78]. Generally,
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N
θe

θi

Figure 6: Visualization of the per direction lighting. In

each iteration for all fragments one direction of the light

field is integrated (red).

Figure 7: Rendering result of per direction light field

illumination. Fine shadow details and complex lighting

details are visible.

incident light fields have a higher spatial than direc-

tional resolution which matches the hardware capabil-

ities, since high texture resolutions are less expensive

to handle than more rendering passes. The detailed de-

scription of our algorithm is stated in Section 5. We

will further show how importance sampling of the di-

rections gives a good control over rendering speed vs.

quality in Section 5.1.

Since light fields have inherently a very high dynamic

range (HDR), it is necessary to make use of HDR ren-

dering. Fortunately, recent GPUs have a floating point

pipeline and support hardware accelerated rendering to

floating point textures and their blending.

4.3 Light Field Resampling

In order to use our acquired, non-uniform light field

data with the proposed rendering algorithm we have to

resample it into a uniform light field representation. For

this purpose we apply a variant of Unstructured Lumi-

graph Rendering [BBM+01].

As a first step we define a light field sampling plane

as our proxy geometry. We use a plane parallel to the

ground plane but specifying a more complex proxy is

also possible. As a next step we project the boundaries

of the virtual views, i.e. the region surrounded by the

calibration frame, onto the light field sampling plane.

This allows us to compute a bounding area in which the

resampling process is performed. We choose a rectan-

gular bounding area and sample it uniformly yielding a

number of sample positions on the light field plane. We

employ Unstructured Lumigraph Rendering to render

orthographic views of the unstructured light field data

Figure 8: Two of 9057 resampled light field directions.

The images are gamma corrected to show the details

in the acquired light field. 15 original camera views are

weighted for every pixel in the resampled images.

obtained in the acquisition process for each directional

component of the resampled light field. The directions

are distributed according to a subdivided icosahedron

to ensure a uniform directional sampling of the hemi-

sphere.

For every direction being resampled the implementa-

tion performs the following steps:

1. project the uniform samples into all virtual views

2. compute the field of view penalty

3. look up the intensity value if the projected sample

falls into the field of view

4. determine the angular penalty by computing the an-

gle between the direction currently being resampled

and the direction from the sample position towards

the center of projection of the virtual view

5. compute and normalize the weights from the penalty

values

6. compute the resampled light field value

Two examples of a directionally resampled light field

are shown in Figure 8. The light field contains high

dynamic range data which has been re-mapped for vi-

sualization purposes. In the next section we discuss the

lighting of virtual scenes with acquired incident light

fields.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

Our proposed rendering algorithm is conceptually sim-

ple and can be efficiently implemented on graphics

hardware. All our rendering results are computed in

half float precision to account for the high dynamic

range content when lighting with light fields.

We render two passes per direction of the light field.

The first pass produces the shadowmap for the direc-

tion. In the second pass a skewed orthographic projec-

tive texturing is computed for the actual lighting. Re-

sults of the iterations are accumulated directly in GPU

memory.
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Our implementation is based on OpenGL using cus-

tom GLSL shaders. Placement and sizing of the light

field is modeled via a rectangular shape in the scene.

Since we do not rely on precomputation we are able to

render fully animated scenes such as presented in the

accompanying videos.

Since the incoming light in one lighting iteration is

parallel with the orthographic projection, ωi in equa-

tion 6 is constant for each iteration. This property al-

lows the implementation of a variety of materials in the

lighting pass efficiently. We implemented three BRDF

models, which are diffuse shading, Blinn shading and

others via cubemaps.

The rendering speed of our algorithm is mainly de-

pendent on two limiting factors. One factor is the size

of the output images, because our rendering algorithm

is heaviliy dependent on the fragment shader perfor-

mance. The most important limitation however, is the

number of light field directions that can be handled,

since each additional light field direction adds two more

rendering passes which can not be parallelized. In the

next section we explore a sampling technique which

chooses the most important lighting directions for the

current view and scene and helps to find a good trade-

off between rendering quality and speed.

5.1 Importance Sampling

The most limiting speed factor of our implementation is

the number of directions used for the lighting computa-

tion. To reduce the impact of this limitation we propose

an importance sampling technique to allow for trading

image quality and speed. The idea to importance sam-

pling is to find a measure of the influence of each light

field direction on the final rendering result and to use

the most important ones for rendering. Generally the

light contributing to the fragments is dependent on the

incoming light field direction and the BRDF of the frag-

ment. This property can be reformulated from Equa-

tion 6 to

I(ωo,ωi) =
∫

X
fx(ωo,ωi)Li(x,ωi)v(x,ωi)(N ·ωi) dx.

(7)

To speed up the computation of the importance I we

propose some simplifications. First we assume each

fragment has a diffuse BRDF fx(ωo,ωi) = 1
2π

which

results in

I(ωo,ωi) ≈

∫

X
Li(x,ωi)v(x,ωi)(N ·ωi) dx. (8)

Further, we assume each x is always visible, i.e.

v(x,ωi) = 1, and that the amount of light for each

direction in the light field can be approximated by

a constant lωi
≈ Li(x,ωi). This results in our final

approximation

I(ωo,ωi) ≈

∫

X
lωi

·ωi ·N dx. (9)

We like to stress that all approximations introduced

above are only used to get a fast estimation of the im-

portance I for each light field direction and do not re-

strict the generality of our rendering algorithm.

Figure 9: The rendering quality increases with the

number of samples (100 vs 200).Our importance sam-

pling strategy ensures an intelligent selection process

for a continuous trade between rendering quality and

speed.

The computation of I is implemented as an extension

to the previously proposed per-direction rendering al-

gorithm. One rendering pass for each frame in the an-

imation sequence is added, where the normals of each

fragment are rendered to a float texture with a custom

shader. We then download the normal map onto the

CPU and process the importance sampling as described

above in parallel with the GPU. The computation takes

only a few milliseconds for 9000 directions and normal

map sizes of 64× 64. By ordering the available direc-

tions according to their importance, we can impose a

best first approximation of the final results by process-

ing only the N most important directions in the light

field.

Figure 10: Sample images of the synthetic light field

generated with a ray tracer. The resolution is 256×256

texels per light field direction.

6 RESULTS

We implemented our approach on a Linux worksta-

tion with a AMD64 dual-core processor and 2 GB

of memory. The GPU is a NVIDIA GeForce7800

GTX. Our implementation is based on the OpenScene-

Graph library [osg], which allows us to render animated

scenes modeled with standard 3D modeling tools such

as Maya. In the scenes, the light field plane is repre-

sented by a rectangle, to easily allow for placement.

Table 1 shows the timings for different scenes and the

number of directions used in the renderings.
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# directions 100 1000 5000

car (8402 prim.) 0.02s 0.28s 1.9s

complex (18096 prim.) 0.03s 0.32s 2.3s

Table 1: Render timings for the recorded light field and

different scenes. The spatial light field resolution is

128× 128 Texels per light field direction. The result-

ing animations are shown in the accompanying video.

Figure 11: Real world scene with augmented teapot.

The shadows of the recorded light field are faithfully

rendered on the modeled geometry. Shadows cast by

the teapot are generated by the recorded light source

and blended with the background image.

Since the rendered light fields have 100 to 10000 di-

rections, the produced shadows are very realistic with-

out the need of special techniques such as percentage

closer filtering [RSC87].

6.1 Incident Light Fields

The synthetic light field was generated by ray tracing

a scene with one directional and two additional point

light sources. Two samples from the light field are de-

picted in Figure 10.

For our real-world test data we acquired a sequence

of 2200 high dynamic range images sampling a

scene containing a checkerboard lit by a desk lamp

with leaves of office plants casting shadows onto the

checkerboard. The acquisition time was 3 minutes.

We also recorded a camcorder sequence that was

calibrated using the checkerboard in the scene. The

calibration of the sequence has a mean reprojection

error of ≈ 0.5 pixels. The non-uniform light field

data was resampled into 9057 directions covering the

area of the checkerboard and the spatial resolution per

direction was 128× 128 pixels. We render the virtual

model from the tracked camera’s point of view using

a virtual ground plane that acts as a shadow receiver.

The rendering result is composited into the original

camera images. As shown in the images, Figure 11, the

shadows of the real scene are convincingly reproduced

on the teapot. The spatially varying incident lighting is

captured very well. Additional results can be found in

the accompanying video.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORK

We have presented a pipeline for the acquisition and

rendering of incident light fields. The presented al-

gorithms allow for fast acquisition and rendering of

complex real world lighting scenarios. Our acquisition

scheme requires only a couple of minutes to record an

unstructured incident light field. It combines several

desirable properties of a light field acquisition method.

The hardware setup is easily portable and lends itself to

indoor as well as outdoor acquisition. The calibration

accuracy is on par with fixed camera setups and the cal-

ibration pattern is not visible in the light field images.

Our rendering algorithm does not impose restrictions

on geometry, animation or material properties of the

scene. We can trade off rendering accuracy against

speed and achieve interactive frame rates at lower qual-

ity settings. This is desirable for previewing and plan-

ning animations under complex illumination.

The main aspect for future work is an investigation

into the sampling scheme in the light field acquisition

phase. Because the mirror is a hand-held device it

would be desirable to have an on line system to help

the user choosing sample directions of the light field

that have not been covered so far. This kind of system

requires an on line tracking and calibration approach.

Further the acquisition approach could be developed

into a cheap scanner for standard light fields using a

web cam and a standard mirror. It needs to be seen if

the noise characteristics of web cams permit this kind

of use.

On the rendering side we plan to investigate the pos-

sibility of avoiding the light field resampling step while

maintaining the rendering speed and the quality control.
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